Relationship of neurologic degeneration to genotype in three xeroderma pigmentosum group G patients.
We studied three newly diagnosed xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group G patients with markedly different clinical features. An Israeli-Palestinian girl (XP96TA) had severe abnormalities suggestive of the xeroderma pigmentosum/Cockayne syndrome complex including sun sensitivity, neurologic and developmental impairment, and death by age 6 y. A Caucasian girl (XP82DC) also had severe sun sensitivity with neurologic and developmental impairment and died at 5.8 y. In contrast, a mildly affected 14-y-old Caucasian female (XP65BE) had sun sensitivity but no neurologic abnormalities. XP96TA, XP82DC, and XP65BE fibroblasts showed marked reductions in post-ultraviolet cell survival and DNA repair but these were higher in XP65BE than in XP82DC. XP96TA fibroblasts had very low XPG mRNA expression levels whereas XP65BE fibroblasts had nearly normal levels. Host cell reactivation of an ultraviolet-treated reporter assigned all three fibroblast strains to the rare xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group G (only 10 other patients previously reported). XP96TA and XP82DC cells had mutations in both XPG alleles that are predicted to result in severely truncated proteins including stop codons and two base frameshifts. The mild XP65BE patient had an early stop codon mutation in the paternal allele. The XP65BE maternal allele had a single base missense mutation (G2817A, Ala874Thr) that showed residual ability to complement xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group G cells. These observations agree with earlier studies demonstrating that XPG mutations, which are predicted to lead to severely truncated proteins in both alleles, were associated with severe xeroderma pigmentosum/Cockayne syndrome neurologic symptoms. Retaining residual functional activity in one allele was associated with mild clinical features without neurologic abnormalities.